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TYLATYLA
'Water' is a song that you absolutely
cannot escape on social media. From
TikToks to Instagram Reels and YouTube
Shorts, the song and Tyla are
everywhere, and rightfully so, the music
is enchanting! Tyla is a 21-year-old
musician from South Africa who is also
the youngest to secure the historic
Billboard Hot 100 debut. The catchy track
fuses a lot of different genres and styles
such as Afrobeats, pop, R&B, and
Amapiano, which is a South African style
of electronic dance music. Now on the
new video released on her channel, Tyla
takes us through the making of 'Water'
explaining what inspired the song in the
first place.  In the video for Vevo
Footnotes, Tyla explains the viral hit
'Water' was inspired by one of her
favorite songs from her childhood,
Aaliyah's 'Rock the Boat'. She says that
she has always been fascinated by songs
that tend to discuss mature concepts in a
metamorphosing way. Tyla thinks this is
the way anyone who loves music can
enjoy the track without the song being
too much. Which is how she sees 'Water'.
Despite the song being mature, and
adultery, the tune is catchy, making it
resonate with anyone who listens to it.
The hook of the track is extremely
snappy, and catches the attention right
away, which is why the song is such a hit
on social media and streaming platforms
today, rising on the charts as well.

Tyla Discloses The Magic Behind 'Water' In New MakingTyla Discloses The Magic Behind 'Water' In New Making
VideoVideo
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Music News

Cardi B and Offset
Celebrated New
Year's Eve Together,
Teft Fans Curious

Offset and pop star Cardi B were
spotted together partying together
while welcoming 2024. Threw
dollar bills like confetti and danced
all night all energized, the former
stylish couple sent social media as
they got reunited in a strip club in
Miami.

The 31-year-old musician looked
all marvelous as her hair was
stunningly styled during the
evening. Her estranged husband
Offset bragged a stylish demeanor,
counting casually a bunch of cash.

Cardi B said, “Was I clubbing with
my baby daddy? Yes. Did I get d–
ked down on New Year’s Eve? Yes. I
needed d–k on New Year’s Eve,”
moreover she added, “I feel like we
were vibing on New Year’s Eve, we
had a good time.”

She shouted while on Spaces, “Shut
the f–k up,” continued saying, “Did
I say I was back together with
somebody?! Did I said [sic] that?!”

Cardi shared that she saw none
“talking s–t” about her marriage

besides her immense fan base,
known as Bardi Gang. She
continued, “Did I say — Did he say
it — No!” furthermore stated,
“Leave me the f–k alone!”
The Grammy winner shared on X,
formerly known as Twitter, after
the outburst to declare that she was
not taking the ‘toxic’ essence into
2024.

She tweeted last Friday saying, “I
must be a lil toxic cuz I enjoyed
cursing ya out today… but we not
taking that into 2024,” moreover

added, “Now have a good day. No,
make it a bad day!"

Offset and Cardi privately tied the
knot in 2017's September.

She also shared a controversial
post at the time about the
sensational relationships, she
wrote, “You know when you just
out grow relationships,”
continued saying, “I’m tired of
protecting peoples feelings…I
GOTTA PUT MYSELF FIRST!”
Cardi B also stated on the X
chatroom, “Shut the f–k up! Did I
say I was back together with
somebody?! Did I said that? The
last time I got dragged was with
my own f**king fanbase. I don't
see no one talking s**t about my
own f**king fanbase! Did I say —
Did he say it — No! Leave me the
f**k alone. I am about to unfollow

all of you all because that's all what I
see. This s**t is f**king annoying!
For three days you all have been
doing the same s**t. Did I say I was
back together with somebody? Did I
said that? No! Don't tell me to calm
down."

However, fans are all confused, one
internet user wrote, “Cardi B
couldn’t stand all the attention and
love Nicki Minaj and her album has
been getting so she pulled yet
another publicity stunt lying about
her and Offset splitting. However, it
was a lie the whole time. The
desperation is at an ALL-TIME
HIGH.”
Another one left saying, "Cardi B
admitted that her and Offset spend
quality time together yesterday".
Another one said, “Do y’all think
they will get back together?”
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Music News

Kelly Clarkson Reveals the Secrets of Her Weight Loss

Singer-songwriter Kelly Clarkson
was found opening up about her
"dropped weight" strategies in a
recent interview with The People.
The Kelly Clarkson Show host was
seen revealing some lifestyle habits
as she picked up on a few self-care
activities. According to her, these
activities have greatly helped her in
weight loss.

The singer said, "Walking in the
city is quite the workout,” as she
enjoys going out on walks with her
kids namely, River Rose, who is
currently 9 years old, and
Remington Alexander at 7 years
old. Exploring New York City is a
new fun activity for them as
Clarkson said, "We go walk the dogs
a few times at the park. We'll go for
ice cream because my daughter will
wear me down. We'll go make slime

 and we go to the museum." The singer
further added, “And I’m really into
infrared saunas right now. And I just got
a cold plunge because everybody wore
me down.”

Clarkson also said that she has to
change her diet. The singer said, "I eat a
healthy mix. I dropped weight because
I’ve been listening to my doctor — a
couple years I didn’t." She further
admitted, "And 90 percent of the time
I’m really good at it because a protein
diet is good for me anyway. I’m a Texas
girl, so I like meat.. sorry, vegetarians in
the world!”

She further said that moving to New
York was a good decision for her as it
helped her embark on a healthier
lifestyle, both physically and mentally.
While talking about the shift of her talk
show to the East Coast, she said, “I was

very unhappy in L.A. and had been
for several years. I needed a fresh
start."

The singer explained, "We told
NBC, ‘I’m not trying to sound
ungrateful, I just can’t stay here
anymore for my mental health; for
me and my kids.’ They weren’t
doing well either. For the past few
years, I’d just been showing up and
smiling and doing what I’m
supposed to do, but you can only
compartmentalize so long until you
break."
The ‘Since U Been Gone’ singer has
dropped over 41 pounds in 2023
and made a headline. Her shocking
weight loss transformation gave
birth to many rumors which were
quickly diminished after this
reveal.
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Artist Spotlight

Kim Cameron
is Offering Her
Creativity and
Talent In
Upcoming
New Music
2023 has been a colossal year for
the talented singer and songwriter
Kim Cameron. In the music
industry, several artists offer their
creativity and talent in a unique
way that separates them and helps
them create their own identity. Kim
is one of those artists who is
absolutely unrivaled in the global
music industry. 2023 proved to be a
blast for the artist where 20 of her
songs hit the iTunes charts
worldwide. Now this year, she is
moving forward with the same zest
and passion and determined to
make 2024 even bigger than the
previous year. She is all set to make
this year bright and happening,
with her upcoming house song
'Meet Me At Midnight.'

This decision to continue to rule
the music scene of 2024 came after
the success of her last album.
Leveraging the success of her
album 'Influencers,' where Kim
delivered 4 singles hitting the USA's
top 10 Dance charts, and 1 hitting
the top USA 100, the artist is
moving forward this year with
another banger. After her last
mind-blowing performance, her
fans and followers have been eager
to listen to what new the artist has
to offer. This high-energy, 2-time
Top 20 Billboard & iTunes chart-
topping singer and songwriter, is
soon expected to be releasing a
house banger that will take the

 genre to the next level. Cameron
has always attempted to stay with
the current trends and her
upcoming track is said to be
bringing a new and unique style to
the genre of house music that
people will witness for the first
time.

'Meet Me At Midnight' will bring
an absolute package to the
audience which will include
Turkey's SerkanDemirel who is
known for producing massive hits
in the Middle East. While talking
about the song and the making
process, the singer said, "I was
inspired after a chance meeting
this past fall. It's a 'like' story.
We've all had those stories at one
point in our lives, so I figured it
was time to tell it." The fans and
followers of Kim from across the
world have full faith in the artist
as she is nostranger to making

hits and memorable music. With
records, she kept proving her talent
and ability to craft unforgettable and
catchy songs, and fans are assured
that this time will be no different.

Among her many talents, Kim
Cameron is known for delivering
creativity. When Kim is not
performing, or writing songs, she
can be found busy producing TV
shows, films, documentaries, etc. She
has produced two documentaries
(This is Kim & Carpe Musicam), a
new TV series (Miami's Listening
Party), and two full-length animated
features 'Seaper Powers In Search of
Bleu Jay's Treasure and Seaper
Powers Mystery of the Blue Pearls'.
So make sure to show her the same
support this year by listening to her
on Apple Music, and Beatport and
follow her website for more details.
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Music Review
Globally recognized young
rapper Ice Spice has finally
released a brand new single
‘Think U The Shit (Fart)’
with a music video and
started a new era.

Ice Spice is back, and this
time with a new song titled
‘Think U The Shit (Fart)’.
The Bronx rapper teased
the track earlier this month
and went viral with the
hook line "Think you the
shit, bitch?/You not even
the fart." This release was
also accompanied by an
official music video on
YouTube. It followed her
last collaboration with
Rema in last year's October.
In a way, after her
successful EP 'Like..?' this is
the comeback of Ice Spice
who has gone to the
heights of global
recognition and fame. At
the same time, social media
platforms have also gotten
the rapper much attention
since her viral hits like 'In
Ha Mood' and
collaborations with Taylor
Swift and Nicki Minaj. To
return to the music scene
since such viral hits and
fame with a song called this
is an interesting choice.
However, people who are
familiar with the Bronx
rapper's game would know
that she loves fun.

The track is an ultimate
reminder of what fun music
is supposed to be like.
‘Think U The Shit (Fart)’ is
not a revolutionary song,
not that it claims to be. It
has silly lyrics that a girl
enjoying herself at the age
of 24 should vibe to. 

4.8/5
By Daily Music Roll

ICE SPICE’S NEW SINGLE
‘THINK U THE SHIT (FART)

IS INTERESTING
AWA

         

That is exactly the ambiance that Ice Spice creates with
this newly released track. 

The beat is fun, and it is a
typical Ice Spice hook. On
one hand, the beat is zesty
and fun, and on the other
hand, it avoids being too
monotone. So overall, it is
short, it is entertaining, and
the fact that the rapper
went on with that title
shows courage, shows that
she is forever winning the
IDGAF war on social media,
and perhaps in her real life.

The song also did not sit
well with many listeners
who called the track
entertaining for the first 20
seconds. Additionally, many
listeners have also said the
track "TikTok soundbites"
or "viral moment chasing",
especially when she is up
for the Grammy Best New
Artist this Year. Some of the
social media users have also
gone ahead to claim that if
the song was released by
any other raper, there
would have been no excuse
for this poor writing, but
since it is Ice Spice, it is
being excused. However, at
the end of the day, it is
important to remember
that music is subjective,
and not every musical piece
is made to question reality,
sometimes music is there,
being just goofy.

Although the track, 'Think
U The Shit (Fart)' is poorly
written, and delivers no
musical value whatsoever,
it is a fun, simple track that
you and your girlies can
vibe on. Catch the music
video on YouTube and
follow Ice Spice on social
media platforms for more
updates.
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Music Review
‘yes, and?’ by Ariana
Grande has been released
that is attracting every
listener. The artist gave
answers to all the criticism
that she got in the last
years.

In the new year, Ariana
Grande came back with her
latest soundtrack that is
setting the stage on fire.
The artist has made a
narrative shift that has
mesmerized everyone.
Ariana never fails to
impress her audiences with
captivating soundtracks.
And this time she has
blown everyone’s mind with
the song ‘yes, and?’. The
excellent music and her
brilliant lyricism have
attracted listeners
instantly. And the
outstanding execution has
enhanced the charm of the
tracks even more. Ariana
has not only grabbed the
attention of listeners with
the song, but she has
amazed everyone through
the music video too. The
beautiful musical
projection has effortlessly
won the hearts of all the
listeners.

Through this song, Ariana
has given to all those who
have made various
comments on her personal
life. The 30-year-old singer
had to face several hard
situations in her life over
the past few years. At first
in 2017, a brutal incident
took place at her
Manchester Arena concert
by a suicidal bomber.
Regarding that,

4.8/5
By Daily Music Roll

ARIANA GRANDE IS
SPILLING FACTS ON HER
NEW SONG ‘YES, AND?’

         

one year later the artist released a song named ‘No
Tears Left to Cry’. But right after that, ex-boyfriend, Mac

Miller died accidentally and
for that reason, she didn’t
do her engagement with
Pete Davidson. In this
meanwhile, she was getting
harsh comments from
people. And the song ‘yes,
and?’ is just a reply to all
that.

Audiences are definitely
one of the significant parts
of their career, but these
kinds of reactions are also
not acceptable. For all the
hate comments, Ariana
sang ‘Don’t comment on
my body / Do not reply /
Your business is yours and
mine is mine / Why do you
care so much whose d**k I
ride?’. Her fans are really
appreciating this fact and
supporting the artist.
Ariana had to take this
initiative as she was getting
massive criticism. She took
the help of music to give
answers to all, and her
followers are giving positive
responses to that.

Along with that, amidst all
these, Ariana once made a
social media post that said
‘I have never felt more
pride or joy or love while
simultaneously feeling so
deeply misunderstood by
people who don’t know me,
who piece whispers
together and make what
they want out of me and
their assumptions of my
life’. Therefore, through
this soundtrack, the artist
has put her heart out,
which is making a huge
positive impact on the
global listeners.
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Music Review
American musician creates
a sensation on the internet
as Lil Nas X resurrects
himself on his latest single
‘J Christ’ on Friday.
Dedicating the new song to
Christ.

The American rapper Lil
Nas X revealed his much-
awaited new music video ‘J
CHRIST’ on 12th January,
Friday, a beating single that
experiences the 'Old Town
Road' singer celebrating his
own banging comeback,
much like the ‘MAN WHO
HAD THE GREATEST
COMEBACK OF ALL TIME’
Jesus Christ, as the
proficient rapper narrated
him. Independent artistry
of an impressively high
quality always emerges
from the elusive musical,
the latest releases being far
from the exception. The
self-composed, wrote and
directed the official music
video that arrived in the
middle of the night and
began the artist playing
several roles up in heaven,
and down in hell. The 'Call
Me By Your Name’ star
hooks it up on a basketball
court, acts as a cheerleader,
receives it on the
gladiatorial ring, and then
we see him buckled to the
cross.

Moreover, he continues to
sing on the slick chorus, ‘Is
he up to somethin’ only I-I
know?/ Is he ’bout to hit
’em with the high-high
note/ Is he ’bout to give ’em
something vi-iral,’ before
he announces that ‘B—h,
I’m back like J Christ.’ The
gorgeous vocal chorus

4.7/5
By Daily Music Roll

LIL NAS X DROPS 'J
CHRIST' SONG, CREATES

A BUZZ IN THE MUSIC
INDUSTRY

         

continues to sing ‘Is he up to somethin' only I-I know?
Is he 'bout to hit 'em with the high-high note? Is he
'bout to give 'em somethin' vi-iral? Is he 'bout to hit 'em
with the high-high note?' Forever walking his own path

with boundless creativity,
Lil Nas X maintains a sense
of going against the grain
but manages to balance
with a refreshingly honed
ear for what connects and
what engages with
listeners, ‘J CHRIST’ almost
feels like a floor-filler at its
peak, fuses genres and
offers an engaging and
evoking story in the
process.

An easy anthem-like track,
smooth yet unpredictable
enough to hit the scene
with impact if given proper
chance, featuring heavy
bass and rhythm with an
instantly captivating, RnB
style hook welcomes an
essence of passion and
intensity that extends
throughout the grit and
personality of the rap
verses.

The scenic beauty of the
music video attracts
millions of his subscribers
and fans. Several other
tracks like 'Old Town Road
ft. Billy Ray Cyrus', 'STAR
WALKIN', and many others
have managed to gather
music enthusiasts.

Follow the artist on social
media platforms to learn
more about his magnificent
creations including heavy
bass and contrasting vocal
delicacy, winning the hearts
of millions already.

The simplicity and
stripped-back audio yet
uplifting and fast-paced
bars redirect things towards
the freestyle composition
and character.
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Music Review
Majestic creator Jennifer
Lopez impresses fans with
an enjoyable music video.
The melodic hook ‘Can’t
Get Enough’ offers
escapism with gritty beats
and scenes.

Introducing the music
project with a sort of rock
anthem blended with a
blues stomp vibe, ‘Can't Get
Enough’ leads with a likable
balance of addictive groove,
captivating hook, and
evoking lyrics that engage
you to listen more closely.
The strong and catchy start
is both familiar and
intriguing in its
presentation of an artist
who goes on to utilize more
than an unpredictable
thread of creativity. The
composition and the
writing of the music video
are categorically its core
strength, Jennifer Lopez is
refreshingly stunning for
this quality, not focused on
volume or simple
personality but rather
highlighting an affinity of
human emotion and artistic
storytelling. The style is
rarely impressive in modern
music and should be
celebrated more often. The
musical wraps things up
with more grungy nostalgia
and some essential twists of
artistry that now effectively
attract the listeners for the
magnificent artist's freedom
of expression and identity.

Far from confined to a
single mood or style,
themusic project is quick to
assert its diversity and
emotion-fueled freedom of
direction, presenting a

4.8/5
By Daily Music Roll

JENNIFER LOPEZ DROPS
ROCK VIBES BLEND

GRITTY AUTHENTICITY IN
HER LATEST 'CAN'T GET

ENOUGH'

         

more melancholy, sixties-esque instrumental embrace
and enchanting. The majestic music video delivers a
brilliant balance between the intensely personal and
the broadly infectious, and the quality layer offers the
turns and twists of the ‘Can’t Get Enough’ to take the
listener somewhere new.

Lighting up the scene with nostalgic rock qualities and
a fine combination of distortion and pace, hitting with a
boosting tempo and brightness that is addictive yet also
allows the mind to wander. The accompanying video
relays an engaging cinematic story to further
compliment the vibrancy of the audio, fulfilling the
process for an experience that is easy to replay time and
time again. Bringing a refreshing twist wonder and joy
to modern music, adding a creatively boundless layer to
the modern rock music industry, the enveloping listen,

familiar yet new and in how
inviting and inclusive lyrics
and instrumentals are,
offers a quick place to
escape right now.

Shortly, brilliantly,
energizing from the
moment it starts to play,
Jennifer Lopez creates
something that walks a
skillful line between fresh
and familiar.

The vocal and this melodic
balance of optimism and
melancholy feel originally
new, whereas the overall
distorted rock
establishment and these
warped solos provide a hint
of nostalgia that is
comforting amidst the
modern landscape.

The music video is a
spectacular structure in
full, loaded with fast riffs
and the live crash of
instrumentation, led by an
impressively expressive and
thoughtful vocal that would
undoubtedly captivate and
engage at presentations.

The immensely talented
star has captured a
stunning sound of her focus
on the mood and realness
of the instruments. Several
other majestic sound videos
including ‘Baila’, ‘I’m Real
(Remix) ft. Ja Rule’, ‘Play’,
and ‘Ain’t It Funny ft. Ja
Rule, Cadillac Tah' have
managed to attract millions
of audience within a very
short period.

Enjoy all the stunning
tracks available on
YouTube.
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Music News

Christina
Aguilera
Apologetically
Postpone Las
Vegas
Residency
Shows

Christina Aguilera has just started
her Las Vegas residency at the end
of 2023 and already she was forced
to postpone just after days. The 43-
year-old Grammy Winner revealed
on her Instagram story on
Wednesday that she contracted the
flu right after the opening weekend
of her Las Vegas residency. She
opened the residency at the
Voltaire Belle de Nuit venue inside
Sin City's Venetian Resort. In the
same story, she also mentioned
that she is "sorry" to her fans while
she promised to be back on stage in
a few weeks, with better health.
 "After welcoming all of you to the
new year from the stage in Las
Vegas, I've been welcomed with a
new year flu!" the "Genie in a
Bottle" singer wrote.

The singer wrote to her fans and
followers that she is incredibly
“sorry” to have rescheduled the
upcoming weekend’s dates so that
she can “rest” to be in better spirits
and health. “I cannot wait to be
back on that stage in a few weeks,”
the singer insisted while

 continuing to express how she is
also “incredibly proud” of the
show and the crowd, and
“grateful” for “all the support and
love” she had received after her
opening of the residency on Dec.
30 and 31. “See you soon ??,” the
‘Lady Marmalade’ singer
concluded her message.

On opening night, Christina
reflected on 2023 while she
celebrated "the beginning of a
new chapter" with the audience. "I
couldn't think of a better way to
bid farewell to this incredible year
than to spend this night in LAS
VEGAS with all of you, surrounded
by your energy and enthusiasm,"
she said enthusiastically.

"Cheers to the magical moments
we'll create, the music that will fill
our hearts, and the endless
possibilities that lie ahead?." the
singer continued. The Grammy
Winning singer announced the big
news of her residency in Las Vegas
in October 2023 along with a
sultry photo showing her
absolutely rocking in a plunging
black corset in a platinum blonde
bob and wearing elaborate

diamonds. The singer also described
the show as a "fusion of art and
music" while promising the
concertgoers to deliver a "modern
twist on the performance
experience."

Once she recovers, Aguilera is going
to have a very busy year ahead.
Adding to her performance at the
Las Vegas residency, she will also
serve as an executive producer on a
stage adaptation of her 2010 film
musical 'Burlesque ' - although this
does not have a premiere date yet.
Back in October she also played
tribute to the film and her co-star,
the Oscar Winning - Grammy
Winning singer and actress, Cher.
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Music News

Selena Gomez’s Last Album Might Be Her Last
Can one person do it all? Only if it
is Selena Gomez, apart from having
a huge music career she is a fairly
popular face in the TV series also.
She is a highly prolific
businesswoman with her worldwide
celebrated brand ‘Rare Beauty’.
Recently she has been nominated
for the best actor for her on ‘Only
Murders in the Building’. Apart
from Golden Globe she also has
been nominated for the Grammy’s
for her most recent release ‘Single
Soon’ in August 2023. But as per
her, she is “Tired” of most of it.

In this conversation, she said, “I
started having a lot of fun with
music and then touring was really
fun. But I was doing my TV show 

[Wizards of Waverly Place] at the same
time and I just found it really fun so I
just kept going, but the older I get, the
more I’m kind of like, I would like to find
something to just settle on.” She also
shared about the workload she
experiences each day, which impacts her
mental health and for this, she is willing
to make this switch from her thriving
singing career.

“I went to a mental institute and
canceled one of my tours,” Gomez
shared. Putting forward the mile she is
willing to walk to cope with her present
mental stability. She also added, “It just
got to me because I love working and it
distracts me from bad things.” It is
evident that the star is willing to take a
step down and concentrate on one
thingat a time as she has been her plate

 full since she was a teenager.
Gomez added,“I do feel like I have
one more album in me but I would
probably choose acting." She
shared, “I don’t think I’m the best
singer but I do know how to tell
stories and I love being able to
make songs."

Recently this week, she appeared
on the SmartLess podcast. And on
this podcast, she shared that she
has been thinking about focusing
on one thing at a time. As her
works are available in assorted
segments of art this could take
some burden off her shoulder. And
across all the things she does,
music is not at all on top of her
priority list, for now.
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Rapper DDG and Halle Bailey’s Newborn Son Makes His Music Video Debut

It is good news for the fans and
everyone as Halle Bailey and rapper
DDG have welcomed a member in
the house, their newborn baby boy,
Halo. Before even the couple
announced their son’s birth, Halo
made a music video debut with his
father.

In the latest music video of “Darryl
Freestyle,” DDG could be seen
cradling his son in a white blanket
and the wholesome moment made
the fans cherish. The music video
was released on Saturday and that
is how everybody came to know
about their newborn son.

However, the rapper has provided
plenty of references to his son and
family with the engaging bars of
the latest banger. Darryl Dwayne
Granberry Jr., aka DDG, has offered
a shoutout to his wife Bailey and
son Halo through the lyrics and it

 sounds invigoratingly good. He raps,
“Silver Spoon kid / I know Halo don’t
want for nothing,” and it further goes
“He crying / His mama coming / She’s
stronger than Wonder Woman.”
Evidently, he appreciates his family and
is grateful to them for being there.

The cover art for the song on Sound
Cloud shows an image of a baby’s face.
However, it is not certain whether that is
Halo or not. The “Little Mermaid” star
Halle, 23, and “I’m Geekin” rapper DDG,
26; have announced the birth of their
son on Saturday evening after the
premiere of the music video.

Bailey posted on Instagram, “even
though we’re a few days into the new
year, the greatest thing that 2023 could
have done for me, was bring me my son..
welcome to the world my halo.” She
further added, “the world is desperate to
know you.” She also posted a picture of

 her baby boy’s hand which has a
little gold bracelet on his wrist and
inscribed ‘Halo’ on it. DDG also
took a moment to share a caption
that reads, “my biggest blessing by
far son son.. never been so in love
baby halo,” and it is evident that
the couple is quite happy and so are
the fans.

The pregnancy rumors started back
in September when Bailey attended
the MTV VMAs. She was wearing a
flowing orange dress that hid her
stomach and she was also quite
mindful about staying away from
the pink carpet.

With fewer hugs and more
handshakes, some of the fans
predicted that she might be
pregnant. However, all those
predictions came true with joy with
the birth of baby boy Halo.
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Billie Eilish
Addresses
The
Sexuality
Rumors at
Variety
Hitmakers
Event
Variety's seventh annual Hitmakers
brunch recognized artists, writers,
producers, and music executives
behind the 25 biggest singles of
2023. This event took place on
Saturday, at NYA West in Los
Angeles, and Billie Eilish was
among the musicians who were
present there. Previous multiple
honorees, Eilish accepted the Film
Song of the Year Award for their
Barbie ballad, "What Was I Made
For" with her brother and
collaborator, Finneas.

The singer wore a blue satin
Dodgers jacket for the event and
kept her acceptance speech short
and sweet. However, the real
spotlight was snatched by her
conversation at the event's red
carpet. During this conversation,
she opened up about her recent
rumors regarding her sexuality.
Here she also confirmed the fact
that she indeed came out on the
cover story of Variety's recent
"Power of Women" issue.

On Saturday’s red carpet, Variety

 correspondent Tiana DeNicola
asked Billie if it was her intention
to come out as a queer on the
cover story of Variety’s November
issue.

To this question, the indie-pop
star answered with a giggle
saying, “No, I didn't! But I kind of
thought, wasn’t it obvious? I
didn’t realize people didn’t know!
I just don’t really believe in
[coming out]. I’m just like, why
can’t we just exist? I’ve been
doing this for a long time, and I
just didn’t talk about it.” In the
November cover story, the ‘lonely’
singer told Katcy Stephan, a
Variety journalist, “I’ve never
really felt like I could relate to
girls very well. I love them so
much. I love them as people. I’m
attracted to them as people. I’m
attracted to them for real. … I’m
physically attracted to them. But
I’m also so intimidated by them
and their beauty and their
presence.”

The Oscar winner then proceeded
to explain that she saw the article
written about it and thought to
herself, "Oh... I guess... I came out

today!" Said Eilish: "...OK cool. But
it's exciting to me because I guess
people didn't know... but it's cool
that they know." She then said, "Ooh,
I'm nervous talking about it!", before
she finished the red carpet interview
with, "But... I am for the girls!"

The young music superstar was last
romantically linked to the
Neighbourhood'sfrontman, Jesse
Rutherford, however, the pair ended
up in a mutual breakup. Billie in her
career has also hinted at her
sexuality in the past, most notably in
her slumber party-themed music
video for the single 'Lost Cause'. This
was the one that sent social media
into a frenzy as many viewers and
users accused the singer of
queerbaiting.
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BRITNEY SPEARS DENIES WORKING ON
LATEST MUSIC PROJECT, DELETES POST

The pop star Britney Spears recently announced that she has put
an end to her career in the music industry in a very heating post.
Before her account, she wrote, “I will never return to the music
industry !!! When I write, I write for fun or I write for other people
!!! I've written over 20 songs for other people in the past two years
!!! I’m a ghostwriter and I honestly enjoy it that way ."

She moreover clarified, "People are also saying MY BOOK WAS
RELEASED WITHOUT MY APPROVAL ILLEGALLY and that’s far
from the truth," continued, “Have you read the news these days
??? I’m so LOVED and blessed !!!"

Along with her Instagram which is now gone, she made it to
Twitter where she teased her million fans with a teaser into the
future project. She posted a video, and captioned it, “Something
new coming soon,"

Upsetting many fans, it won’t be any kind of musical collaboration
as she captioned her now-deleted Instagram post, writing, "Just so
we’re clear most of the news is trash !!! They keep saying I’m
turning to random people to do a new album. "

The latest post on Twitter suggested fans sign up for her mailing
list to

"be the first to know" what she is about to drop. Fans are all
excited to see what the megastar has in stock. One wrote, “We
can't wait for whatever it is Britney,"

Few fans think they have already found out what is going on, one
said, "To anyone who doesn't automatically realize it's new
merch... bless your heart."

They underlined that the teaser aligns with the anniversary of
‘Baby One More Time’ and think it could be just a vinyl or the

latest March launch. The teaser video included
drawn flowers reminiscent of Britney's
throwback career.

Many of the fans also showed their concern,
especially sharing her recent declaration to dip
out from her music for her whole life. A fan
stated, "Ok but after the album debacle I want to
know if this is approved by Britney because I
have zero trust in her team. I love Britney and
will always support her but after her team tried
her my trust levels are at the bottom now."
They were pushing back on the potential cash
grip from management. Another fan said, “Oh
please sell us something new not remotely
considering Britney’s feelings and life."

The fiery news appears amidst the 'Toxic' artist's
current divorce from Sam Asghari as many
popular media houses confirm, their break up
was confirmed back in August 2023.
Moreover, the former personal trainer and ex-
husband wrote in his Instagram story at the
time, “After 6 years of love and commitment to
each other my wife and I have decided to end
our journey together," continued adding, “We
will hold onto the love and respect we have for
each other and I wish her the best always. S---
happens. Asking for privacy seems ridiculous so
I will just ask for everyone including media to be
kind and thoughtful."
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K-Pop Singers
V And RM
Impress Fans,
Earn Top
Honors At The
Military
Graduation
Ceremony
BTS’ V and RM have successfully
fulfilled their training at Nonsan
Training Centre and were remarked
for their exceptional courage and
performance. The immensely
charming and talented artist will
proceed to their respective duties
at the training camp afterward. The
clips from the recruit training
graduation ceremony highlight the
artists getting their honors,
marking both members as two of
the six core elite graduate
performers recognized for their
outstanding performances.

However, on 16th January, a video
dropped on the internet
showcasing the singers of 'Layover'
and 'Indigo' in military uniforms,
standing straight in a row, they
looked sincere and disciplined. A
press release from Big Hit Music on
January 2024, 15, informed fans
about the upcoming schedule of
BTS members Kim Jamjoon,
Jungkook, Jimin, and Kim
Taehyung.

Moreover, it added, “We would also
like to ask for your cooperation
during the recruit training
graduation ceremony. To prevent
any issues that might occur from

 crowding, we ask fans to please
refrain from visiting the site.
Instead, we ask you to keep your
heartwarming words of support
and farewell in your hearts. We
ask for your continued love and
support for the BTS members
until they complete their service
and return. Our company will also
strive to provide every support
they need during this time. Thank
you.”

The agency also suggested that
fans avoid sending gifts to the
training center, "The military
barracks are communal spaces
shared by military personnel for
training together. If a large
number of letters and gifts from
the fans arrive at the center all at
once, it would be difficult to store
them and they could easily lost.
Therefore, we urge fans to refrain
from sending anything by mail.
Instead, BigHit Music will assist in
making sure the artists can see
any heartwarming messages fans
leave on Weverse using the
hashtags ‘Dear_RM_from_ARMY’,
‘Dear_Jin_from_ARMY’, ‘Dear_SUG

A_from_ARMY’,
‘Dear_jhope_from_ARMY’,
‘Dear_Jimin_from_ARMY’,
‘Dear_V_from_ARMY’,
‘Dear_JungKook_from_ARMY’.”

Extremely joyed fans are showering
their excitement and joy as they get
to witness their idols getting the
highest honors at the auspicious
ceremony. Both of them have finally
completed their five-week military
training and will be now performed
according to their guidelines. A fan
commented, “Kim Namjoon..
Leadership is in his blood” while
another one left saying, “Kim
Taehyung along with Kim Namjoon
were among the only 6 Elite Trainees
at Nonsan. Both of them were
awarded for their exceptional skills
during the military.” In addition to
that, one wrote, “Congratulations
Kim Namjoon & Kim Taehyung.”
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Coachella 2024 Lineup Has Been Finally
Announced

The Coachella 2024 lineup has
been announced recently the
people are not being able to hold
their excitement. This Southern
California music festival has always
been one of the most popular
festivals globally. And the lineup
has now been announced, which is
why audiences are getting ready to
witness the show. The authorities
disclosed the list Tuesday evening
on its official Instagram page.

This year, the headliners of the
show will be Doja Cat, Lana Del
Rey, Tyler, Gwen Stefani’s band No
Doubt, and the Creator. The
brilliant headliner has already
created a buzz among everyone. All
these artists are immensely
talented and showcased their talent
in front of global audiences. And

 that is why, people are quite eager to
watch them perform live.

Gwen Stefani and its band have last
performed in 2015. After almost a
decade, they are going to perform, which
has made Coachella bigger than
everything. Apart from these artists,
there would be many other artists who
are all ready to set the stage on fire.
Some of them are Bebe Rexha, Suki
Waterhouse, Peso Pluma, Justice, J
Balvin, Ice Spice, Sublime, Taking Back
Sunday, Bleachers, John Summit, Reneé
Rapp, Dom Dolla, and Sabrina
Carpenter.

This year the show will take place on
Friday 12th and 19th of April, Saturday
13th and 20th of April, and Sunday 14th
and 21st of April. The show will take
place on two consecutive weekends. 

The excellent artists from all
around the world will perform on
the stage of Coachella 2024.
Currently, it is also coming to know
that Lana Del Rey will start the
show on both Fridays and Doja Cat
will wrap the show on both
Saturdays.

In this six-day music festival, a
total of 150 artists will come to
perform. Previously, there was
arumor that Dua Lipa would be one
of the headliners but this year due
to some conflict in schedule, the
artist is not going to perform. In
addition to all this, Coachella 2024
is going to live the ticket presale on
the 19th of January at 11 a.m. PT/2
p.m. ET. The registration of the
music festival is currently live on
their official site.
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TAYLOR SWIFT'S 'ERA'S TOUR' BECOMES
THE HIGHEST-GROSSING CONCERT FILM OF

ALL TIME
Taylor Swift is now the artist with the highest-grossing concert
film of all time with her 'The Era's Tour' movie, beating the King of
Pop, Micheal Jackson.Taylor Swift is kicking off 2024 with yet
another record under her name! After the release of "Taylor Swift:
The Eras Tour" in the U.S. theaters on October 13, her movie is
officially the highest-grossing concert film in box office history.
The 'Era's Tour' movie became the top-grossing film among
documentary and concert films with more than $261.6 million
earned from around the world. This news came one week after the
release of the film in China, with a tally of $8.7 million after its
debut on 31st December.

“The Eras Tour” becomes the highest-grossing ever in concert
films, beating the previous record held by Micheal Jackson’s “This
Is It”. This film opened in 2009 and grossed over $261.2 million at
the global box office. Now Taylor has officially snatched the title

from the King of Pop and all thanks to her loyal
fanbase, Swifties.

 Much of the total gross that the concert film
has earned can be attributed to the record-
breaking opening weekend it had in October.
“Era’s Tour” earned $92.8 million in North
America and $30.7 million internationally for a
cumulative total of $123.5 million. This also
marked the biggest start for a concert film of all
time. It beat Justin Bieber’s “Never Say Never”
which opened in 2011 and earned $73 million in
the same timeframe. It also stood as the second-
biggest October debut ever at the domestic box
office, behind the 2019 release “Joker”, which
pulled $96 million and became the seventh-
biggest weekend opener of 2023.

This huge success comes after the “Shake It Off”
singer played a non-traditional release. She
partnered with AMC Theatres, the world’s
largest cinema chain, instead of opting for
distribution from a major studio for the release
of “The Eras Tour.” AMC Chairman and CEO
Adam Aron said, “On behalf of all of us at AMC
Theatres, I send my congratulations and eternal
gratitude to Taylor Swift for her remarkable and
record-setting box office performance with
‘Taylor Swift: The Eras Tour‘ concert film.” “Her
spectacular performance delighted fans around
the world and serves as another strong reminder
about the power of extraordinary film making
and magic of movie theaters,” he continued.

 Those fans who were not able to catch the film
in the theater can watch it at home starting on
December 13 as she released “The Era’s Tour”
on streaming.
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GOLDEN GLOBES 2024: THE CHICK LOOKS
OF THE NIGHT IS MESMERIZING ALL

Golden Globes 2024 recently occurred at the Beverly Hilton Hotel,
Lost Angeles. The 81st award show has been hosted by the
comedian Jo Koy. it is one of the most anticipated award shows
that honors both film and television. This award show is not only
known for recognizing the best creations but also for the fashion
that comes to see. All the celebrities showcase their best looks on
the night, which grabs the attention of global audiences. This
year, at the Golden Globes, ‘Succession’ and ‘Barbie’ got the
highest number of nominations. Both these have been nominated
for nine categories. On the other hand, ‘Oppenheimer’ is in the
second position with eight nominations. There is no wonder that
these three are the best creations of last year.

This year, apart from the movies and TV shows, audiences go to
see some spectacular fashion that has amazed everyone. Margot
Robbie is being in her character as she came for the award night.
The actress wore the 1977 ‘SuperStar’ Barbie dress. It is a V-neck
dress, which is covered in sequins. Margot also draped a pink boa
around her arms which made the look even more stunning. The
beautiful dress has been made by Giorgio Armani

Privé. In addition to that, she has completed the whole look with a
pink clutch, pointy-toe heels in the same color, and splendid
diamond pieces of jewelry.

For the award night, Jennifer Lopez also came in a pink gown from
Nicole + Felicia Couture. The strapless and oversized blooming
rose sleeves have added a whole different charm. It is a dress that
has been styled by one of the best designers Rob Zangardi and
Mariel Haenn. The blush pink colored dress has assisted her to
create a refreshing look for the night. Jennifer completed the look
with a pink clutch and minimal earrings that maintained a classy
and stunning look.

Brie Larson, the Marvel woman also attended
the Golden Globes 2024. The actress showed up
in a breathtaking custom Prada dress. The
simple yet stunning look has grabbed the
attention of everyone.

with the gorgeous flowing gown, she also wore a
pair of pointy-toe heels. Along with that, she
also wore jewelry from Kwiat and Fred Leighton.
Each of them helped her to create the perfect
look for the night. On the special night of the
Golden Globes, Taylor Swift also came to see on
the red carpet. She has been nominated for her
5th Golden Globes which has made the night
even special for her.

She has been seen wearing a sparkling custom-
made green Gucci gown. It can be said that she
shimmered the whole place with her enigmatic
look.

All the celebrities tried to go all chick and bold,
and at the same time, Billie Eilish gave one of
the trendiest looks. Eilish walked down the red
carpet in a school uniform-inspired dress. For
the night she wore a beige colored pleated skirt.
Along with that, she wore a light blue Peter Pan
collar shirt and paired it with a black blazer. She
has also accessorized the look with a ribbon
around her neck that she goton her recent
birthday. Among all the celebrities, Billie stood
out completely differently.

For the Golden Globes, Timothée Chalamet
showed up in a glittering Celine homme tuxedo,
which has created an edgy look for the actor.
Timothée went for all-black for the award night
and subtly added a shimmered blazer on the
top, which enhanced his look completely. He
also wore Chelsea boots to give the most desired
look for the night.

On the night Jonathan Bailey mesmerized
everyone in his all-white attire. The British
actor is widely known for his role in Bridgerton.
And now he has won everyone’s hearts with his
perfect look. He went for a Givenchy suit along
with wide-leg trousers that have made his attire
even more brilliant. It can be definitely said
Jonathan has attracted the attention of global
audiences with his acting skills and fashion
sense.
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Tyla
DISCLOSES
THEMAGIC
BEHIND
'WATER'
INNEW
MAKING
VIDEO
SouthAfrican
singerTyla
disclosesalot
ofsecrets

behindher
viralhit'Water'
inanewvideo.
InBTSof'Water'

Tylasharesher
inspirationin
VevoFootnotes.



"Waterisasongthatyouabsolutelycannot
escapeonsocialmedia.FromTikToksto
InstagramReelsandYouTubeShorts,thesong
andTylaareeverywhere,andrightfullyso,the
musicisenchanting!Tylaisa21-year-old
musicianfromSouthAfricawhoisalsothe

youngesttosecurethehistoricBillboardHot100
debut.Thecatchytrackfusesalotofdifferent
genresandstylessuchasAfrobeats,pop,
R&amp;B,andAmapiano,whichisaSouth
Africanstyleofelectronicdancemusic.Now
onthenewvideoreleasedonherchannel,
Tylatakesusthroughthemakingof'Water'
explainingwhatinspiredthesonginthe
firstplace.

InthevideoforVevoFootnotes,Tylaexplains
theviralhitWater'wasinspiredbyoneofher

favoritesongsfromherchildhood,
Aaliyah'sRocktheBoat.Shesaysthat
shehasalwaysbeenfascinatedbysongs
thattendtodiscussmatureconceptsina
metamorphosingway.Tylathinksthisis
thewayanyonewholovesmusiccanenjoy
thetrackwithoutthesongbeingtoomuch.
Whichishowshesees'Water'.Despitethe
songbeingmature,andadultery,the
tuneiscatchy,makingitresonatewith
anyonewholistenstoit.Thehookof
thetrackisextremelysnappy,and

catchestheattentionright
away,whichiswhythesong
•issuchahitonsocial
mediaandstreaming
platformstoday,risingon
thechartsaswell.

Inthevideo,Tylaalsoexplainsthatever
sinceshestartedmakingmusic,makinga
distinctivesoundthatisAfricanbutcan

travelthroughthecornersoftheworld
hasbeenherpriority.Somixing
AmapianowithR&B,andpopon'Water'
isherwayofaddingsomeextratwistto
Amapiano,andgivingitaTyla'version.
Ontheoriginalvideoversionof'Water'
theviewerscouldseethatthevibeisset

onabeach,whichiswhatTyla'soriginal
visionforthesongwasaswell.Butthatis
notall,Tylaalsodiscussedhowtheiconic
dancechallengeonthetrackwas
incorporatedwithaloveinterest,which
therisingstardidnotdoinavideo
before.Aftergoingthroughhundredsof
referencesfortherightlook,andtone,
AlexWebbPhotographywasamongthe
selectedmotif,alongwithBeyonce's
'BabyBoy,andBritneySpears'SlaveFor
You',aschild.,thedirectordescribed.

CatchtheMakingofWater'videoon
YouTube,andfollowTylaonsocial
mediaplatforms.
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TOP 10 POP ALBUMS OF ALL TIME
Along with some of the greatest. Biggest, and best-selling pop
albums, the music industry has given its listeners updates,
changes, new styles, and whatnot. The reason why pop music is
one of the most popular musical genres out there is because it
resonates with the general public who find music not only as an
escape but also an inspiration, a means to lead life and enjoy the
atmosphere. But that is not the only case, pop music is also one of
the most versatile genres out there which can be easily merged
with almost any other style of music. Does it mean pop music
listeners are superior in the race of music lovers? Well, kinds,
because this genre will give you a blend of anything and
everything out there.

This makes artists run that extra mile, experiment with their
sounds, and continue trying to reinvent themselves. History
proves, that only these artists survived the evolving taste of music
listeners from all over the world and have given the industry some
of the biggest, most astounding pop albums of all time. So here is
the list of top 10 pop albums of all time.

 10. Katy Perry - One of the Boys

There is something about 2000's and 2010's pop music that is still
considered one of the greatest eras of the genre. Katy Perry is one
artist who can take a lot of credit for this and her 'One of the Boys'
proves the point. She launched herself with such a brilliant album
in 2009 that it continued to influence pop music to this date.

9. Taylor Swift - 1989

 Taylor Swift is arguably the greatest pop star of this generation
and her '1989' album is a living, breathing example of that. From a
time when she was being heavily criticized for leaving her country
roots for a more mainstream pop star image in 'Red', this album is
a direct answer to everyone who has ever questioned the artistry
of Swift. In singles like "Style", "Bad Blood", and "Out of The

Woods", she proved that she has the caliber to
become the greatest pop artist. Her move of
going full-length pop with '1989' also proved
that genres don't indicate authenticity. So the
audience showed their love and this album
became the most commercially successful
album of Taylor's life.

 8.  Justin Bieber - Purpose
 
The image of pop boys changed ever since Justin
Bieber came into the industry and 15 years into
his career he has gifted the world with some of
the most magical songs they have ever
witnessed. His 2015 release 'Purpose' is by far
the most astounding creation of his
discography. This is the album that made Bieber
one of the most iconic comebacks of all time,
where he left his trouble-making, ladies-girl
image and entered a more spiritual, at-peace
era. Single like 'Sorry', 'What Do You Mean', and
'Love Yourself' went on to become some of the
finest, most experimental work Bieber has ever
done. With mesmerizing vocals and unique
compositions that mixed modern digital music
with good old pop music, Bieber not only
outdone himself in this album but also
solidified his status from just a pop singer to a
music legend.

 7. Carole King - Tapestry
 
'Tapestry', released in 1971 is believed to be the
album where Carole King reinvented herself and
put her newfound spirituality into account of
her craft. Great albums have a habit of
becoming a hit among critics and audiences and
this one is a musical piece that is still referred
to to this day as one of the greatest records ever
made. This is also an album that had gotten 4
Grammys at once and presented Carole as an
American melody whose introspection went on
to become a phenomenon. One of the greatest
traits of 'Tapestry' is its lyrics, and how simple,
conversational, and almost telepathic. All of the
compositions on the album feel like reading the
collective minds of the listeners, which is why
even the newer audience can't seem to escape
the magic that tracks like "You've Got a Friend"
and "Will You Love Me Tomorrow?" created ages
before.

6. Lady Gaga - The Fame
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Lady Gaga's entry to the public consciousness was not with a whimper but was more like a loud bang. Everybody
knew her striking personality before, but with this album she redefined herself, she placed herself as one of the
greatest singers and performers of all time. Armed with a disco ball era, Gaga's image solidified her craft and made
her a household name in the world. With this album, the singer took much of her inspiration from "New York's 90s
Club Kids" putting the themes of drugs, money, and sexuality in 'Fame'. One of the main singles "Paparazzi" went on
to become one of the most popular hits of all time. To this date, her 'Fame' themed highly-styled party girl image
feels like the most intimate Gaga has ever been with the world.

5.  Prince and the Revolution - Purple Rain : Released in 1984, this is the sixth studio album of Price and is
considered the most pop-inflected music that he has ever made. Getting a perfect 10 from Pitchfork and being placed
at 8 on the Rolling Stone Greatest Albums rank, this album not only is a favorite of the critics but also has gotten a
perfect score from the general audience. The artist previously was known for his weird persona and fire music which
left the audience wanting something more, something different from him. 'Purple Rain' was something that shifted
the focus from the made-up persona that Price carried throughout his career, and shares a glimpse of his personal
life, his origin story. This is what makes the album and its compositions, rough, yet vulnerable, common, yet funny,
and musically rich.

4.  Adele - 21 : Most regard 21 to be Adele's best album to date, and we second that. Coming into the 21st industry
and placing yourself and your craft in the list of the greatest of all time is something Adele has done with utter
perfection. '21' is bitter, it is revengeful, and at the same time, it is honest, and places itself as a sonically mature
record getting out with its entire personality intact. From the powerful vocals of the singer to the jazzy piano, every
composition feels like the perfect combination of gritty and growled vocals stretching into big belting notes and raw
emotions. His is also Adele's first album that got international attention and placed her as a significant artist in the
industry.

3. Fleetwood Mac - Rumours : There was a time when the global music world was ruled by Fleetwood Mac and the
group's 1977 release 'Rumors' takes the cake of being one of the top pop albums. The reason why people still love and
enjoy listening to this masterpiece, even in the era of digital music and EDM is because of the absolute emotional
honesty that compositions deliver. It is one of those finest albums that has gotten perfect scores from critics and at
the same time has ruled over the hearts of music lovers. All the pent-up emotions, the anger, and the turmoil within
the band can be heard on every track of the album, paired beautifully with pop-influenced rock music. Some of the
albums are influential, and some of the albums carry the influence through generations, FM's 'Emotions' is one of the
latter examples.

2. Britney Spears - Britney : No pop music conversation can be completed without the 21st-century pop revolution
and what Britney Spears brought to the table. With her 2001 release of her self-titled album 'Britney,' she shifted an
entire genre, an entire audience. This album is the artist's attempt to shift her music in a more mature direction. This
album has everything, from her signature coming-out-of-age music to sexy numbers like "I'm a Slave 4 U", and "Boys",
the singer truly reinvented herself by every means. Her signature vocal fry shined brightly on this album, however,
her ability to sing "e" like an "ay" is something that made the entire album step onto a different level.

1. Michael Jackson - Thriller :  When it comes to timelessness, and widespread appeal, the King of Pop came
through and gave the world its biggest, arguably the best pop album of all time. Released in 1982, 'Thriller' is
Jackson's sixth studio album which gave the listeners a taste of what quality pop music should sound like and is yet
to be moved, or be challenged! As mentioned earlier about pop music's ability to become versatile, Michael Jackson
did the same where he blended a bunch of other genres like dance, R&B, afro music, rock, and whatnot and gave the
audiences what they were missing out on. For starters, every single composition on this album is catchy and can
make listeners feel something. The clear, and dynamic vocals of the singer also made the album feel timeless, even
almost 42 years since its release.
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BLACKPINK’S
Jennie
Shared Why
She Started
Her Own
Label, ODD
ATELIER

Jennie recently appeared as the
founder of her own label on KBS
2TV’s music talk show, named ‘The
Seasons: Lee Hyori's Red Carpet’
when she shared her plans to set up
a one-person agency.
The 27-year-old artist unveiled
speaking about her agency, “I
carefully founded the company
because I wanted to have more
freedom and comfort in my
personal activities."

During the pop star appearance,
Jennie said to Lee Hyo-ri, the host
that the BALCKPINK’s team
activities will be “managed by the
same agency I’ve worked with for
the past seven years”, she stated
that she took to launch for her own
company as she wanted “more
freedom and ease for my solo
activities”, as per popular news and
media agency.

K-pop singer Jennie shared, “My
long-time crew joined me on this
journey. With them, I want to do all
my future work without any
limitations,” moreover continued,

“The name shows my desire to
dowell in my future works, even if
the path I take is odd or different.”
The magnificent musician later
spoke about how she was “I
learned a lot at YG
Entertainment”, she wished to “be
brave and take on a new
challenge” as she s tepped down
on her own. She furthermore
added, “It feels surreal to share all
this with the world for the first
time,”

She continued to tell Lee Hyo-ri,
“BLACKPINK's group activities
will continue to be managed by
the same agency I've worked with
for the past seven years. However,
I wanted more freedom and ease
for my solo activities. That's why I
started a company called ODD
ATELIER."

Additionally stated, “My long-
time crew joined me on this
journey. With them, I want to do
all my future work without any
limitations."

The member of BLACKPINK later
explained the meaning of the
company’s name, ODD ATELIER,
“The name shows my desire to do
well in my future

works, even if the path I take is odd
or different. It feels surreal to share
all this with the world for the first
time with a microphone in my hand.
I'm happy to be doing this in front of
you, unnie."

However, Jennie resumed stating, “I
learned a lot at YG Entertainment,
where I started as a trainee. But for
the past few years, in the spirit of
pushing my limits, I've been asking
myself, 'What could I accomplish on
my own in the future?'. I decided to
be brave and take on a new
challenge."

As Lee Hyo-ri asked if ODD ATELIER
plans to introduce other artists,
Jennie replied, “Actually, I didn't
plan to. But while I was setting up
the company, I did think about what
it would be like and found the idea
intriguing. However, we'll focus on
this artist called JENNIE for now and
consider it when a great opportunity
comes."

Lee Hyo-ri jokingly commented, “My
contract with Antenna, my current
agency, ends in late February. So, do
not hesitate to contact me. Produce
me, please." where Jennie said, “Give
us a call." 
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NICKI MINAJ’S ‘STARSHIP’ PRODUCER
REACTS ON HER DISLIKING FOR THE SONG

In one of their recent encounter with the media, Nicki Minaj said,
she doesn’t like her 2012, hit single ‘Starship’. RedOne, the
producer of the song, has responded to this criticism. The Swedish
producer is responsible for hits such as Lady Gaga’s “Just Dance”
and “On the Floor” by Jennifer Lopez. Recently, they also have
discussed the Young Money rapper’s comments with the media.
Previously, the 41-year-old told the audience, “Hold on. Psych,
psych, psych, psych. I don’t perform that song no more, y’all.” She
also added, “I don’t like it, what y’all want me to do?” She also
demeaned the number by calling it “Stupid”. She said, “I hate
‘Starships,’ I mean ew, ‘Starships?’” She also added, “I’m like,
‘Why did I do that? I really think that every time I hear it.”

To this public exhibition, RedOne clarified that they have no
problem with Nicki’s attitude to this number. They said, “I have
the utmost respect for Nicki Minaj and I love her work very much.
I will always respect an artist’s wishes.” They also added, “I feel

 very proud to have made that record with her
along with the global success it made.”

Apart from Nicki Minaj’s ‘Starship’, she also has
collaborated with RedOne for her second album,
“Pink Friday: Roman Reloaded” including
another of their popular release, “Pound the
Alarm”, “Whip It”, and “Automatic.” ‘Starship’ is
not the only song Minaj has expressed disgust;
she has been criticizing her previous release
every now and then. She also criticized her
2014, megahit ‘Anaconda’.

During her Q&A in 2020 she shared, “So much
of my discography,” she said, “I wish I never
recorded ‘Anaconda.’ I like the video but, ugh.”
She also added on that 2020 Q&A “My first ever
solo song on Billboard was ‘Your Love.’ To this
day I like the video but I hate the song. I could
go on and on. I hate ‘Starships,’ I mean ew,
‘Starships?’ I’m like, ‘Why did I do that?’ I really
think that every time I hear it.”

Despite her self-criticism, ‘Starship’ remains
one of her biggest releases by far selling 9
million copies of this number in the U.S. alone.
But upon release, ‘Starship’ had received mixed
responses from the audience.
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Rage Against the Machine Won’t Go on Any Tour Said Brad Wilk
Rage Against the Machine, the rock
band has said they will not go on
tour again. After this response from
Brad Wilk, all of their fans have
gotten disheartened. They were on
a reunion tour, which has been
canceled due to the injury of Zack
de la Rocha. Previously, many of
the reunion show dates were
canceled. This happened in the year
2022, and since then there has been
no announcement regarding the
rescheduling or postponement of
the shows.

The drummer of the band Brad
Wilk has said ‘While there has been
some communication that this may
be happening in the future’. He also
added ‘I want to let you know that
RATM (Tim, Zack, Tom and I) will
not be touring or playing live
again...I’m sorry for those of you 

who have been waiting for this to
happen. I really wish it was’. In March
2023, band member Tim Morello said ‘If
there are Rage shows, if there are not
Rage shows, you’ll hear from the band’.
He also said ‘I do not know. When there
is news, it will come from a collective
statement from the band. There is no
news’.

This group was built in 1991 and since
then they have been entertaining their
listeners. And now they have suddenly
announced they will not go on any tour.
This news has created a sensation
among all the rock music enthusiasts. In
a very short time span, all of them got a
huge success. In 2000 the band even
split up for the artists to explore the
individual ways.

At that time, the lead singer Zack de la
Rocha said ‘I feel that it is now
necessary to leav

e Rage because our decision-
making process has completely
failed’. He also stated ‘It is no
longer meeting the aspirations of
all four of us collectively as a band
and from my perspective, has
undermined our artistic and
political ideal’.

After 11 years, they came up
together in 2020 and played for the
‘Public Service Announcement’.
Then Zack de la Rocha said ‘I still
look down at my leg in disbelief’.
He also added ‘Two years of waiting
through the pandemic, hoping we
would have an opening to be a band
again and continue the work we
started 30 some odd years ago’.
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Nick Jonas
Shares
Adorable
Pictures of
His
Daughter’s
2nd
Birthday
On Tuesday, 16th January, Malti
Marie Jonas turned 2; the entire
Jonas family along with the Chopra
family celebrated her birthday and
shared some extremely delightful
photos from that day. Point to be
noted that this is the first time the
world gets to see a picture of Malti,
by far they have been keeping her
face a secret from the world but,
they just have shown some of her
extremely precious photos of her
2nd birthday.

On her birthday, Nick Jonas and
Priyanka Chopra announced their
firstborn, Nalti Marie Chopra Jonas
in January 2022. They shared, “We
are overjoyed to confirm that we
have welcomed a baby via
surrogate. We respectfully ask for
privacy during this special time as
we focus on our family. Thank you
so much,” on Instagram. Along
with this brief message they post it
with a heart emoji, and they both
shared the same note in their
separate Instagram handles
collectively. The couple faced a
long hard time in 2022, Nick shared

GALLERY
DEPT.

 about how they have spent “100
plus days” in the NICU to take
care of their little bundle of joys,
he said on 8th May 2022, Every
family’s journey is unique and
requires a certain level of faith.”

But on her 2nd birthday,
overcoming everything, the Jonas
Brothers captioned the photos
with,“Our little angel is 2 years
old.” In these photos, Malti looks
extremely adorable. She is seen
wearing a pink sweater with red
hearts along with that she is also
wearing a pink tiara and heart-
spared sunglasses. Through every
photo, Malti is seen in some of the
most Canadian photos along with
some photos where she is posing
with her mom Priyanka Chopra.
Apart from that there are some
extremely charming photos of her
with her Jonas uncles, Joe Jonas
and Frankie Jonas as well.

Not just the Jonas brother

 Priyanka Chopra also shared some
of the most blissful photos of her
daughter and Malti enjoying her
time on her 2nd birthday. In the first
photo shared by Chopra Malti is seen
wearinga Indian traditional garland
which is longer than she is and along
with that adorable photo, there are
more photos where she is seen
having a great time in her Elmo-
themed birthday celebration.
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Lana Del
Rey Shares
A Song
Snippet Of
An
Unreleased
Country
Track
Named
‘Henry,
Come On’
Last Wednesday, January 17th, Lana
Del Rey posted an unreleased song
snippet over Instagram which is
currently buzzing among the fans.
Last week. The artist was
announced as one of the three
main headliners at Coachella 2024.

As the audiences have witnessed
BLACKPINK and Frank Ocean last
year, headlining in Coachella does
not necessarily mean the artist is
going through an album cycle but
Lana seems to be preparing for
something ahead. In the Instagram
post, she captioned “Henry, come
on @lukerobert,” telling the name
of the unreleased track ‘Henry,
Come On’ and tagging Luke Laird
who took care of the production
and songwriting credits for many
artists like Kacey Musgraves, Carrie

Underwood, Thomas Rhett, and
many other country artists.

The lyrical approach in the track
shows that this is another track
where the artist again portrays her
ache of love for a man named
Henry who lacks seriousness and
cannot be held accountable. Lana
sings, “I mean, Henry, come on /
Do you / Think I’d really choose
it? / All this off and on / Henry,
come on / I mean, baby, come on /
Do you / Think I’d really lose it on
ya?“As the song further goes, “If
you did nothing wrong / Henry,
come on / Last call, hey, y’all /
Hang his hat up on the wall / Tell
him that his cowgirl is gone /
Come on and giddy-up;” it is
evident that Lana is not looking
back anymore. The feel of the
track is greatly engaging and the
comments by fans on Reddit agree
with that. Somebody said that the
song is offering “Ally and Jackson
Maine vibes” which is definitely
considerable. While the country
vibes are strongly available, fans
are looking forward to coming
posts as they are eagerly waiting
for an upcoming album by Del

Rey.

The recent Instagram posts say that
something is going “to get crazy” as
the singer posted a photo of a SKIMS
box alongside the message that
reads “Warning: things are about to
get crazy… For a long time.” If Del
Rey chooses to drop an album this
year, it will follow last year’s ‘Did
You Know That There’s A Tunnel
Under Ocean Blvd’ which is
considered to be one of the best
music projects in alternative music
by Lana. Stay tuned to know more.
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Indian News

‘Nazar Teri
Toofan’ From
Katrina Kaif,
Vijay
Sethupathi’s
Upcoming
Movie ‘Merry
Christmas’
Wins Hearts
This magnificent Sriram Raghavan
movie, Merry Christmas has
gripped the attention of every
Indian movie lover, since it dropped
its first teaser online. The ensemble
star cast of the movie comprises
names like Katrina Kaif and Vijay
Sethupathi. The “Tiger” actress is
sharing the screen with the “Super
Deluxe” actor for the first, and their
chemistry on this song is
supremely magnificent in the song
‘Nazar Teri Toofan’.

Papon has crooned the number
while Varun Grover is the lyricist of
this number. The music is
composed by Pritam. The melody
does not just showcase the
dilemmatic relationship of the two
main leads it also showcases the
dichotomy of their situation, from
one end it seems steamy and from
the other perception it is rivalry,
only the audience will get to know
once they catch the movie on the
big screens.

And in between all these eccentric
shots from the trailer of the movie,
you get to see a number like ‘Nazar
Teri Toofan’. The zest of both the

 actors is shining through their
eyes, and one cannot shrug off the
possibility of a blooming romance
between the two leads, but it all
seems too good to be true. And
the makers possibly intend to
ignite the same curiosity amongst
their audience.

During one of their promotional
interviews, Vijay is sharing his
experience with working with the
Raajneeti actress.

He says, “I never expected I’ll
work with Katrina Kaif. I’m a very
big fan of Katrina. I was very
happy when I saw her on the first
day and I couldn’t express (my
happiness). She is a very
thoughtful actor. She has so many
questions. She thinks a lot. She is
very dedicated. She comes up with

an idea and she is ready to adapt.”

Then he added, “Even if she can’t
accept your thoughts, she will listen
to you. She will put in a lot of effort
to make a scene better. That’s why
she is in the industry not only
because she is beautiful but also
because she is sensible.

Just on the basis of beauty, you can’t
survive for so long. There should be
sense and understanding. I felt it
when I was working with her.” Movie
buffs have already booked their
tickets for this movie this weekend.
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MANOJ JOSHI AND SONU NIGAM TO ATTEND
AYODHYA RAM MANDIR PRAN PRATISHTHA

CEREMONY
The long-awaited Pran Pratishtha ceremony of Ram Lalla will be
held in the majestic temple on Monday, 22nd January. The prime
minister is all ready to guide over the ceremony at Ram Mandir in
Ayodhya. The ceremony is coming after the 51-inch idol of Ram
was situated in the ‘garbha griha’ of Ram Mandir on 18th January.
Several artists were spotted leaving for Ayodhya to attend the
ceremony of a lifetime. Actor Manoj Joshi is all set in a golden-
hued printed kurta and pyjama. He said, “This is an amazing
feeling. We are going to realize a divine power. Our Ram Lalla will
be 'pranpratishthit' today... Such a long wait over several years,
several of our generations waited for this. The wait is now over...
This is a very emotional moment. I can't describe it in words.”

Singer Sonu Nigam also added his opinions about the people who
have rejected the invitation to the auspicious Pran Pratishtha
ceremony. He also expressed that some of the leaders have
declined the invitation, saying, "They have been given checkmate.
They have been invited but if they come, it will be difficult for
them. If they don't come, even then it would be difficult for them.
This happens in politics, so I won't blame them. Politically
speaking, PM Modi has given them a checkmate..."

The Padma Shri-winning singer expresses that the whole
ceremony is an 'emotional' moment, saying, “This is a very
emotional moment. I am happy that there is joy and enthusiasm
in the world wherever there is Sanatana Dharma. It feels great
that we can see this, that God chose us to be born in an era when
such an event is taking place. I am one of the fortunate people
who have received an invitation...”

In addition to that, Amitabh Bachchan, the legendary actor in
Indian cinema, and Abhishek  Bachchan(son-actor) were also seen
at Kalina airport, Mumbai on Monday as they are starting their

journey to Ayodhya. The ‘Shahenshah of
Bollywood’ was wearing a white kurta, pants
and a half jacket, sneakers and a muffler. A book
was being carried with the living legend.
Furthermore, the chairman of the Adani group,
Gautam Adani stated that the ‘Ram Mandir in
Ayodhya will bring peace and prosperity to the
country's people. He wrote on X (formerly
known as Twitter), “On this auspicious day, as
the Ayodhya Mandir's doors open, let it be a
gateway to enlightenment and peace, binding
the communities with the timeless threads of
Bharat's spiritual and cultural harmony,"
Rishabh Shetty, the ‘Kantara’ star has also been
invited to be present at the Ram Temple’s ‘Pran
Pratishtha' ceremony, celebrated in Ayodhya,
Uttar Pradesh. Rishabh shared on social media,
showing his excitement, "I am deeply grateful
for this opportunity, as my heart overflows with
gratitude." Harmanpreet Kaur, an Indian skipper
has received the invitation to attend the grand
ceremony, following cricketer stars MS Dhoni,
Sachin Tendulkar, Mithali Raj, and
Ravichandran Ashwin are the latest stars to get
the invitation.
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Shaan And
Devi
Chitralekhaji
Collaborate
For A
Masterpiece
Track ‘Awadh
Mein Ram
Aaye Hain’
Magnificent singer Shaan joins to
create a spiritual musician and
singer Devi Chitralekhaji in a
noteworthy tuning tribute, offering
a majestic touch to the auspicious
occasion. Their latest track is a
heart-touching bhajan named
‘Awadh Mein Ram Aaye Hain’. The
soul-stirring musical was released
on 17th January to celebrate Pran
Pratishtha in Ayodhya Ram Mandir.

The singer posted a teaser of the
song on his Instagram account and
wrote in the caption, "Jai Shri Ram
(along with spiritual emoticons)  A
50-decade wait finally coming to an
end! A moment of joy, celebrations
& happiness across the world to
welcome our very own Ram Lalla. 
Today, let us all stream “Awadh
Mein Ram Aaye Hain” & celebrate
the Ghar Vaapsi of Ram
Bhagwaan.”

The majestic piece is a part of
Shaan’s released spiritual music
label of 2023 named Shaan Music
Devotional. The masterpiece was
written by Harshit Vishwakarma
and composed by Shriyansh Pratap
Singh. The music track captures the
energy and spirit of the much

anticipated Ram Mandir
consecration and welcomes all
listeners to take part in the
inauguration of the Ram Mandir.

Moreover, PM Modi shared that he
wants to apologize to the Lord as
it took very long to construct the
Ram Temple,saying, "There must
be something lacking in our effort,
sacrifice, and penance that we
could not do this work for so many
centuries. Today, the work has
been completed. I believe that
Lord Ram will forgive us today..."
He additionally said, “I have a firm
belief and immense faith that
today, the devotees of Prabhu Ram
are completely absorbed in this
historic moment...the devotees of
Prabhu Ram, in every corner of
the country and the world, are
deeply feeling this...This moment
is divine, this moment is the
holiest of all..," continued adding,
“January 22, 2024, is not just a
date, but the beginning of a new
era. The construction of Ram
Mandir has filled people with a
new energy,"In 2019, the Supreme
Court delivered the disputed area
to the Hindus after a controversial
legal battle followed by the

demolition of the mosque, However,
Muslims were given land outside the
town for a mosque but they have yet
to build one. One of the members
from the community stated to a
remarkable media house, “We did
not accept that decision happily, but
what can we do," he moreover
shared, “But we are also sad because
it was built after destroying a
mosque".
Officials also stated that they are
creating a "world-class city where
people come as pilgrims and
tourists", however, several people
have stated to the media house that
their houses, shops, and "structures
of religious nature" have been either
partially or fully destroyed to expand
roads and build other facilities.
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KAILASH KHER PERFORMED "RAM DHUN"
AT THE RAM MANDIR PRAN PRATISHTHA

CEREMONY IN AYODHYA
The much-talked-about events at the Ram Mandir in Ayodhya
became a more star-studded occasion. Along with numerous
devotees, there are many Bollywood artists were invited to attend
this ceremony. Singer Kailash Kher who is known for his charming
musical qualities and high vocal ranges, performed at the Ram
Mandir Pran Pratishtha Ceremony in Ayodhya. He conveyed his
thoughts with a reflective sense of devotion. Amid everything, he
was summoned to the stage after this historic inauguration
ceremony was over, to perform.

Kailash Kher was completely overwhelmed by this honor and he
said, “Witnessing the event is something that will be etched in my
memory for life, aisa laga ke humne bhagwan Ram ke real mein
darshan kare hain. My parents had a lot of expectations and
dreams to see this day come true. They passed away with that
thought. It is their dream that has been turned into a reality, and I
felt lucky to witness it,” to the crowd present there at that
moment.

The 50-year-old ‘Allah Ke Bande’ singer also added, “It was a
deeply spiritual moment for me. I must have done something
right that I got a chance to witness this historic moment. There
comes a moment in life that one is at a loss of words and
embraces silence because of the extreme happiness, and that was

my state after witnessing the ceremony”.

After the revelation of the Ram Lalla idol, there
was a shower of rose petals and to honor this
moment he momentarily performed his song
‘Ram Dhun’, from one of the latest movies
‘Main Atal Hoon'. The movie is based on the life
and legacy of Atal Bihari Vajpayee and Pankaj
Tripathi has given a powerful performance. He
said, “I feel so honored and blessed that I got an
opportunity to sing for a short while. I sang Ram
Dhun on the stage”. “It was a very special
feeling,” He added.

According to the prolific singer, seeing the
serene of the Ram Lalla was a “deeply personal”
moment for him. And he will never forget such a
moment in his life. Looking at the idol he
smiled and said, he feels genuine calmness, “It
is in my heart forever”.
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11 UNKNOWN FACTS ABOUT LIL NAS X THAT
FANS DIDN’T KNOW

Since the explosion of “Old Town Road” in 2018, Lil Nas X made it
clear that he is here to stay. He is a reliable hitmaker and a rapper
who knows no boundaries. Being an icon in the music industry,
Nas X also created a unique style with his individuality. Whether
it is creating a buzz in the world of Vogue or setting a benchmark
in the hip-hop and R&B industry, Lil Nas has aced in everything.
However, he has made this significant improvement at a very
young age as the rapper is only 23 years old now. Let’s find out
more amazing facts about this unwavering Grammy-winning
rapper who became a role model for many.

   1. His Stage Name is Inspired by a Twitter Fan Account

Montero Lamar Hill, better known as Lil Nas X was born in in a
suburb of Atlanta, Georgia. His stage name Lil Nas X was a result
of his fan account on Twitter where he had the username
@nasmaraj. It was a fan account for Nicky Minaj from where he
took the name ‘Nas’ by which most people know him. The rapper
started the fan account in his teen years and since his teenage,
Nicky has always been a role model for him. The rapper was found
telling in an interview with Variety, “I felt like Minaj was unique
to the rap industry—somebody who is super talented but didn’t
get all the credit because of her being a woman.” he further added
that, “She’s super outspoken, she’s a boss and she goes after what
she wants. I love all those attributes.” Evidently, Lil Nas X carries
that creative boujee aura as well. Some also claim that it is a
tribute to the famous rapper Nas who dominated the hip-hop
industry.

2. Family Enriched His Musical Talents

Lil Nas X is highly influenced by his family as
music runs among them. His father R.L. Stafford
is one of the well revered gospel singers who
helped him pursue his passion in music.
Stafford could be heard in a choir on the
Montero song “Dead Right Now”. Not just his
father but his brother CloudJay has also played a
vital role in his musical career who is an
emerging music producer. Nas explained, “It’s
insane ’cause we were together for the first five
months of me making music,” and then his
brother had to join the military. Nas further
added, “Boom, he leaves; two months later, I put
out my first hit song.”
However, his parents were divorced when he
was only 6 years old. Due to the split between
his parents, Nas moved into the Bankhead
Courts Housing Project back in 2005. He lived
with his mother and grandmother for three
years until he finally started living with his
father in Austell, Georgia.

  3. Nas X Loves Self-Help Books

Self-help books have helped a lot of people
including the artists and Lil Nas X is one of
them. He appreciates a good self-help book that
can help to proceed in life and loves to read it.
In an interview last year, Lil Nas X offered a
long list of self-recovery books that he really
loved reading. The list includes, “The Rose
Effect: Eight Steps to Delivering the
Performance of Your Life” by Keana Henson,
“The Four Agreements: A Practical Guide to
Personal Freedom’ by Don Ruiz, and lastly, the
“The Subtle Art of Not Giving a Fuck” by Mark
Manson.

4. Mushrooms of Creativity

Lil Nas X has been working hard with the
producing partners Denzel Baptiste and David
Biral for Montero during the pandemic. They
have been making day trips in different Airbnbs
and in an interview with the WSJ. Magazine,
Nas revealed that he has tried psychedelic
mushrooms for the first time. It helped him
become bolder with his songwriting skills and
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creativity. He said, “I was able to open up a lot…I was able to write actual stories about my life and put it into my
music. I actually did that for the first time.”

5. The Layered Origin Story of His Debut Album : If you remember the artwork from Montero, it was actually
inspired by artist John Stephens’s computer-generated Genesis II. The rapper said that he first encountered the
picture “in this guy who I was dating’s dorm room.”The title refers to a chapter in the Bible and the rapper read it. “I
read it and it’s the final day of God making his work and he’s resting,” Nas said. According to him, it was fitting as he
said, “That, for me, it’s like, ‘Okay, I’ve been making this album. I’ve been creating this. This is the final day and it's
out to the world.’” Who would have known that classics have this much influence in the modern world?

6. His Success Started with Memes on TikTok : When Lil Nas X first released Old Town Road back in December of
2018 he was only 20 years old and the popularity of this only one track helped him reach newer heights of success. He
bought this song's beat anonymously online, from a Dutch producer named YoungKio. You would be surprised to
know that he bought the beat for only $30 and earned millions. Now that’s a great deal! The reason behind his
unbridled success was not only the song but also the promotional strategy which was outrageously good. Instead of
advertisements and promotions, the rapper utilized TikTok to create memes and share among the users. These
memes quickly went viral and the song was buzzing through every listener. He created the #Yeehaw Challenge meme
which quickly garnered a lot of attention from around the world.

7. A Proud and Openly Gay Rapper : June is the global Pride Month and there is no better time than this to come
out. In June 2019, Lil Nas X came out as an openly gay proud person who first came out to his parents and then made
the big announcement on Twitter. Making this fair bold move by the rapper well-received and appreciated by his fans
and the media. He is the first openly gay black performer who received a CMA Award.

8. Lil Nas X is Perhaps Not So ‘Lil’ : Lil Nas X once said that he noticed a bunch of other new rappers would add
“Lil” to their stage names and he also wanted to do it because it seemed fun. The X was to help listeners distinguish
and quickly recognize him. However, when it comes to height; Lil Nas X is not so ‘Lil’ or little after all. He performed
at the Grammy Awards alongside rapper Nas and Nas is 5 feet 7 inches tall. Lil Nas X appeared to be much taller than
him as in reality, he is more than 6 feet.

9. Advocacy and Efforts for HIV/AIDS Awareness : Despite being young and famous, Lil Nas X knows power comes
with responsibility, and with the power of his fame and position in the music industry; he is putting a lot of effort
into spreading more awareness regarding HIV/AIDS. He is good at speaking about the matters that are important to
him and he efficiently did that in the 2021 MTV VMAs. During his performance with Jack Harlow, he brought a
special guest on stage named Mardrequs Harris who works for the Southern AIDS Coalition. He was standing out in a
black shirt with the number 433,816 printed on it in red at the back. It is the number of how many people are
currently living with HIV in the American south. LNX had no obligation to bring Harris but he did it because such
sensitive issues require more attention and awareness and he is all for it.

10. Cooking Panini with Ramsey to Modeling for Coach, He is Internet’s Most Influential : Starting from
learning Panini from Gordon Ramsey to showing a stylistic muse for clothing and apparel brands like Coach,
Wrangler, Crocs, and many others; Lil Nas proved that his creative aura is not just limited to music and
entertainment but he has a personality to be a part of everything. Back in 2019, he became the Internet’s Most
Influential person by the Time Magazine. He was also featured on Forbes’ Highest-Paid Country Acts in 2019 as well
as Forbes 30 under 30 list the next year.

11. From Six Flags to Six Figures and Becoming a Millionaire : Before Lil Nas X became the famous music artist
whom everybody loves and appreciates today, he used to supervise kids’ rides at the Theme Park. He told his father
and stepmom that he was going to take some time off to focus on music and he really did that with all the savings he
made from the Six Flags. And that is the beginning of his successful musical journey. He is currently one of the most
talented music artists in the industry whose net worth is more than $9 million.
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Two
Concertgoers
Sued
Madonna For
Starting
Show Late

The pop icon Madonna has been
sued by two concertgoers as the
artist started the show lately. It
came to know that Madonna had a
concert at Barclays Centre, in New
York City on 13th December. And
she started the show very lately
that had caused problems among
the audience. Her admirers Michael
Fellows and Jonathan Hadden filed
a lawsuit against her. They said, the
ticket for the ‘Celebration’ tour was
for 8:30 p.m. but the artist came on
stage at 10:45 p.m.

Later, those two men said that they
couldn’t come out of the venue
before 1:00 a.m. and not only that,
they had to face many difficulties,
as there was limited public
transportation. In addition to that,
they have also said that had to pay
higher prices for the ride-sharing.
And all these have created many
problems for them.

As the show was for a certain time,
everyone came prepared only in
that way. So, when the artist is
doing extreme delay, they need to
think about the audience too.
These two people have claimed a
breach of contract and sued her.

They have also stated that they
are seeking for class action
lawsuit for starting the show that
late.

In the lawsuit, it has been said
‘Madonna had demonstrated
flippant difficulty in ensuring a
timely or complete performance,
and Defendants were aware that
any statement as to a start time
for a show constituted, at best,
optimistic speculation’. Along
with that, there is more that says
‘Based on the years-long history
of Madonna arriving several hours
late to prior concerts (and which
conduct continued at concerts in
other cities after the Concerts at
the Barclays Center, including
concerts in Washington, D.C. and
Boston), Plaintiffs knew or should
have known that the Concerts

would not start at 8:30 p.m., and
that Madonna would not take the
stage until several hours after the
start time, causing Plaintiffs and all
Class Members to have to wait
several hours’.

After the lawsuit, Madonna or
anyone from her team hasn’t
responded in any way. The artist
didn’t utter regarding this in front of
the media or social media platforms.
Therefore, it can be said that in the
future, she might share her opinions.
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Billie Eilish, Dua Lipa, and Olivia Rodrigo Will Take Over the Stage for the Grammys 2024

The first round of performers has
been revealed by the Grammys
2024. There’s going to be three
leading ladies who will be taking
over the Crypto.com Arena stage
on the 4th of February, namely,
Billie Eilish, Dua Lipa, and Olivia
Rodrigo.

They are also the three artists who
have received the most numbers of
nominations for the 66th Grammy
Awards. Moreover, they have
already been honored for their
works by Grammys previously as
well. You can watch the show live
on the CBS Television Network
from 8:00 p.m. onwards., you can
also stream it on Paramount+.

The Grammy’s official post
revealed, “The 2024 GRAMMYs will
feature performances by GRAMMY
winners Billie Eilish, Dua Lipa, and
Olivia Rodrigo. Hosted by Trevor

 Noah, Music's Biggest Night airs live on
Sunday, Feb. 4, from Crypto.com Arena
in Los Angeles.” Apart from the
performances, Trevor Noah will be
returning to host this award show for
the 4th time in 2024 as well. But along
with his return, he also has gained a
nomination this year for the Best
Comedy Album category for his “I Wish
You Would.”

The seven-time Grammy winner Billie
Eilish has been nominated for six
GRAMMY Awards this year. She has
been nominated for the categories of
Record Of The Year for ‘What Was I
Made For?’ from The Motion Picture
Barbie, Song Of The Year again for
‘What Was I Made For?’, Best Pop Solo
Performance for ‘What Was I Made
For?’, Best Pop Duo/Group Performance
for ‘Never Felt So Alone’ with Labrinth,
Best Song Written For Visual Media
‘What Was I Made For?’, and Best Music
Video for video ‘What Was I Made For?’.

Apart from her, the three-time
Grammy winner Dua Lipa has been
nominated for two GRAMMY
Awards in 2024.

Her nominations are Song ofthe
Year for ‘Dance The Night’ From
The Motion Picture Barbie and Best
Song Written For Visual Media
again for her Barbie ‘Dance The
Night’. Olivia Rodrigo also has
received 3 Grammys previously and
is up for 6 nominations in 2024.

These nominations are Album Of
The Year for ‘GUTS’, Record Of The
Year for ‘Vampire’, Song Of The
Year for ‘Vampire’, Best Pop Vocal
Album for ‘GUTS’, Best Pop Solo
Performance for ‘Vampire’, and Best
Rock Song for the 'ballad of a
homeschooled girl’.
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Selena Gomez Blushed Hard on the Emmy Red Carpet as Benny
Blanco Blew a Kiss to Her

The Emmy Awards 2024 recently
took place in Peacock Theater, Los
Angeles on 15th January. On that
night, Selena Gomez’s show ‘Only
Murders in the Building’ was
nominated for the best comedy.
The actor and singer came to the
award night with her boyfriend
Benny Blanco. Selena appeared in
an outstanding Oscar de la Renta
dress. The artist was looking
spectacular in the dress on the red
carpet.

The couple attended the award
night together but didn’t pose
together to be photographed. They
stood a little far from each other on
the red carpet. But Benny Blanco
subtly blew a kiss towards her while
walking away from the carpet.

This gesture of Blanco made Selena

 all blush and their fans also enjoyed the
moment extremely. There is no wonder
why Blanco did what he did. Selena was
looking glamorous in that custom outfit.
The dark red dress has a scalloped
neckline and the artist paired it up with
black heels. The designer of the dress,
Oscar de la Renta has said it is made
from more than 450000 paillettes, and
behind making the dress, 930 hours
were required to do the hand
embroidery. The dress itself is amazing
and it was looking gorgeous on Selena.

For the complete look, Selena went for a
burgundy lip, an updo hairstyle, and a
wave of hair on the side of her face.
Altogether, the actor and singer created
an elegant look. Being a part of the show
‘Only Murders in the Building’ is very
much happy for the success it has got.
Along with that, the artist is even

 happiest in her relationship.While
talking to her fans on Instagram
regarding her current relationship,
she said that the producer is ‘my
absolute everything in my heart’.
Not only that, she is also the
‘happiest’ in her relationship.

This particular statement has made
her audiences even happier. From
other sources too it came to know
that ‘She seems to be really feeling
herself at the moment…Maybe
that's Benny or maybe that's just
where she's at personally and
professionally’. In addition to that,
one has also stated ‘Everyone is so
happy that she's happy’.
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BTS’
Jungkook
Ends 2023
With 2
Tracks In US
Top 10 Best-
selling
Downloads
Hats off to Jungkook, he concluded
this year by proving his global
dominance in the music field. He
has been constantly topping the
Billboard charts with each of his
releases, and not just that he also
has achieved sweeping success on
iTunes across the globe. He capped
off this year with an astonishing
success, he has become a part of
history by becoming the sole artist
to boast multiple tracks
concomitantly ranking in the top
10 best-selling downloads in the
United States.

According to the year-end data
released by the US, Jungkook
excelled with two of his releases
‘Seven’ and ‘Standing Next to You’.
Now, both of these songs have
positioned the golden maknae
(Korean for ‘Youngest’) with
multiple entries in the US Top 10
downloads list. His debut solo
album ‘Golden’ was released on
November 3rd, 2023, featuring the
all-English title track ‘Standing
Next To You’. This song not only

 has been a milestone for him but
has achieved him a new Billboard
record as well.
Jungkook was the youngest
member of the South Korean Boy
Band BTS, including him there
were 7 members in this band.
Since each of the members has
started their solo career,
Jungkook’s solo career has made
him one of the most prominent
artists in this music industry as a
prominent figure. On the other
hand, when the year-end data was
released on 27th December, as per
the report released by Billboard
his release ‘Standing Next to You’
was once again in the top position
on the Digital Song Sales chart.

This accomplishment has gained
him a pinnacle position for the
fifth time. His number matched

the numbers of Miley Cyrus and her
viral sensational release of 2023
‘Flowers’. Presently, all seven
members of th

e HYBE boy band are serving their
mandated period in the South
Korean military services. Everyone
including, Jin, J-Hope, Suga, Jimin,
RM, Jungkook, and V are planning to
reunite in 2025. But for 2024, Jin, the
eldest member of the band will be
returning and the teaser of his
potential upcoming music release.

Apart from Jin, J-Hope and Suga also
have some releases in the pipeline.
BTS army is extremely excited about
the brilliant achievement of
Jungkook and is also waiting eagerly
for the releases of Jin, J-Hope, and
Suga.
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Justin Timberlake Con2rms New Single ‘Sel2sh’ in A New
Instagram Post

 It has been a long since Justin
Timberlake released any music, but
now the pop star is coming back. In
a new Instagram post, he spills
details about new music.

Once a global sensation, Justin
Timberlake is coming back!! After a
drought of five years, during which
his fans could not get even a
sample of solo music from the
artist, Timberlake has finally
announced his comeback in a
recent Instagram post. He has
announced his new single ‘Selfish’
will be available for his fans and
music lovers after a long time. The
former boy bander casually broke
the news of this new single with a
simple post of what appears to be
the cover art of ‘Selfish’. He posted
the announcement on social media

 on Monday, January 22nd. Shot by
photographer Charlotte Rutherford, the
cover art for his new single features
Timberlake staring at a lush canyon
sunset, facing away from the camera. He
captioned the post with simply "1.25".
That's right JT Nation, Timberlake's new
single is coming this Thursday, January
25th, after 5 long years. Apart from this
Instagram post, the 'SexyBack' singer
also confirmed on X, formerly Twitter,
that his new project is called 'Selfish'.
This will be an R&B-infused song that
the singer already debuted live at his
concert in Memphis which was on
January 19. The alleged lyrics from the
new single include "So if I get jealous, I
can't help it/ I want every bit of you, I
guess I'm selfish."
 
On the same night, Timberlake also
posted a trailer for his upcoming sixth

 studio album. The trailer revealed
the project's official title:
'Everything I Thought It Was'. In
the trailer Timberlake also
appeared to be facing away from
the camera, similar to his single
cover art. The narrator, Benicio Del
Toro muses, "Oh, there's Justin!
Why won't he turn around? What
the f— is he staring at?"

The album’s lead single ‘Selfish’
will mark the ‘Mirrors’ singer’s first
solo release since 2018’s ‘Man of
the Woods’. Timberlake is also set
to appear as a musical guest on
Saturday Night Live the day after
“Selfish” arrives where Dakota
Johnson will be hosting the
episode.
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Trainer Chris Brickley Shared The List Of Best Celebrity Basketball Players

Chris Brickley, the celebrity
basketball trainer has trained some
of the finest NBA players and
various rappers from the music
industry. It can be said, that he has
seen some of the best talent from
all around the world. And not only
that, he has offered them to the
basketball court.
There are nearly 30 teams in the
NBA and one of the most popular
games all over the world. Chris has
been a proficient trainer of the NBA
and he has trained many brilliant
players in his life. And recently, he
has shared a list of singers whom
he had trained for NBA games.

The trainer has given a list of 10
singers who played in the
tournament. There are many other

 celebrities too who play the sports quite
well but the trainer has given the top 10
list. On Instagram, he wrote ‘This is a
heavily talked about debate!! But let’s
get into it’. He has also added ‘What
artist has the best game? I could have
done 15 of these slides. But I picked 10.
Talk to me, who looks the best??? Also,
what other artists can really hoop⁉’.

In the list, Chris didn’t rank any singers.
All he did was share the names of the
singers who were best according to him.
The trainer includes artists like Justin
Bieber, Drake, J. Cole, Lil Durk, Travis
Scott, Quavo, Chris Brown, H.E.R.Rowdy
Rebel, Dave East, and Quavo.He posted
highlights of the singers who are
brilliant at playing basketball too.

Right after the post, a lot of sensation

took place in the comment section.
And Chris Brown wanted to give
the no. 1 position to Dave East.
Thus, the rapper said ‘Dave the
only N—a that can really hoop…
Y’all better stop playing I will cook
the rest!!! Yall know my body’.

Later, Quality Control Music
A&RWayno said ‘[Dave] East, and
he don’t even trained if he trained
one month ain’t no rapper beating
him in ball’. After sharing the list,
Sheck Wes was very much shocked
as he wasn’t on the list. And he said
that the list is ‘blasphemy’. Other
than that, the list of best basketball
players list has attracted many
people from all around the world.
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Billie Eilish
Receives
the Oscar
Nomination
for Best
Original
Song
Billie’s fans are quite excited as the
artist has received the Oscar
Nomination for Best Original Song,
marking her second nomination for
the Academy Awards. The
nominations for the 96th Academy
Awards were announced on
Tuesday and shortly after it came
out, Eilish and her brother Finneas
O'Connell didn’t miss a moment to
share how thrilled they are! They
received the Best Original Song
nomination for their contribution
to the movie ‘Barbie’, “What Was I
Made For?.”

The Grammy award-winning singer
shared an adorable photo of her
hugging ‘Barbie’ star Margot
Robbie, who has also produced the
film. The photo went quickly viral
on Instagram and soon, the siblings
shared a joint statement. They said,
“We are so incredibly honored to
receive a nomination for 'What Was
I Made For?'”.

The hitmaker duo further added,
“As lifelong fans of film, music in
film, and the Academy Awards, this
means everything to us. We are so
grateful to the Academy, its

members, and to be recognized
alongside so many songwriters
that we respect and admire.”

They expressed their utmost
gratitude for the blockbuster film
‘Barbie’ along with its Director
Greta Gerwig, Robbies as well as
Noah Baumbach. They wrote, “Our
deepest gratitude and thanks go
out to the incomparable Greta
Gerwig and Noah Baumbach for
their genius vision and execution,
the entire Barbie cast and crew,
Lucky Chap Entertainment and
the Warner Bros. Pictures team.”

Mark Ronson and Andrew Wyatt
have co-produced the track “What
Was I Made For?,” who also
received the Best Original Song
nomination for “I’m Just Ken”
themselves. Eilish and O'Connell
also thanked them saying, “Thank
you to Mark Ronson and Andrew
Wyatt for weaving our song into
the fabric and heart of this film so
well.” They concluded their
statement by adding, “And a
special shout out to Margot
Robbie for her incredible foresight

 as a producer and brilliant
performance that resonated with us
so profoundly when writing this
song;” the two added, “We are truly
honored. Thank you."

Truly the ‘Bad Guy’ singer and her
brother Finneas are currently
‘Happier Than Ever’. They won their
first-ever Oscar in 2022 for their
magical creation "No Time to Die”,
writing for the James Bond
Franchise. Not just this duo but
fellow nominated artists also shared
their gratitude towards the Academy
Awards for recognizing these
musical talents.
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